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Context: Mutations in LMNA, encoding A-type lamins, lead to multiple laminopathies, including
lipodystrophies, progeroid syndromes, and cardiomyopathies. Alterations in the prelamin-A posttranslational maturation, resulting in accumulation of farnesylated isoforms, cause human progeroid syndromes. Accumulation of mutant nonfarnesylated prelamin-A leads to cardiomyopathy
or progeria in mice, but no data have been provided in humans.
Objective, Design, Setting, and Patients: We searched for LMNA mutations in seven women
originating from Reunion Island who were referred for a severe lipodystrophic syndrome. Clinical,
molecular, genealogical, and cellular studies were performed in probands and relatives.
Results: The seven probands showed a severe partial lipodystrophic syndrome with diabetes and/or
acanthosis nigricans, liver steatosis, hypertriglyceridemia, and low serum leptin and adiponectin levels.
Three probands also had severe cardiac rhythm and conduction disturbances. We identified in all
probands a homozygous LMNA p.T655fsX49 mutation leading to expression of a mutated prelamin-A
with 48 aberrant C-terminal amino acids, preventing its physiological posttranslational farnesylation
and maturation. Genealogical and haplotype analyses were consistent with a founder mutation transmitted from a common ancestor in the 17th century. In probands’ cultured fibroblasts, mutated
prelamin-A was associated with typical laminopathic nuclear dysmorphies, increased oxidative stress,
and premature senescence. Heterozygous relatives were asymptomatic or partially affected, in favor
of a codominant transmission of the disease with incomplete penetrance in heterozygotes.
Conclusions: We reveal that a homozygous mutation of prelamin-A preventing its farnesylation
leads to a severe lipodystrophic laminopathy in humans, which can be associated with cardiac
conduction disturbances, stressing the pathogenicity of nonfarnesylated prelamin-A in human
laminopathies. (J Clin Endocrinol Metab 96: E856 –E862, 2011)
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utations in LMNA encoding A-type lamins are responsible, among different laminopathies, for familial partial lipodystrophies [familial partial lipodystrophy of the Dunnigan type 2 (FPLD2)] and metabolic
laminopathies, cardiomyopathies with conduction disturbances, and several progeroid syndromes (1– 8).
Lamin-A is produced as a precursor, prelamin-A, which
undergoes a complex posttranslational maturation, requiring farnesylation, then proteolysis, leading to the assembly in
the nuclear lamina of the nonfarnesylated mature lamin-A (9).
Accumulation of farnesylated prelamin-A isoforms is
the hallmark of most LMNA-linked premature aging syndromes, and inhibiting farnesylation can improve the
progeroid phenotypes in mice (10, 11). Moreover, LMNA
mutations resulting in FPLD2 and metabolic laminopathies are also associated with an increased expression of
prelamin-A (12–14), increased cellular oxidative stress,
and premature senescence, which are prevented by farnesylation inhibitors (13). Therefore, the pathogenicity of
farnesylated prelamin-A is clearly established.
Otherwise,theexpressionofwild-typeortruncatedisoforms
of nonfarnesylated prelamin-A in mice was recently shown to
induce cardiomyopathy or progeria, respectively (15, 16).
However, data in favor of a deleterious role of nonfarnesylated
prelamin-A have not been provided in humans so far.
We show here that a homozygous LMNA mutation
responsible for the synthesis of a mutated prelamin-A that
cannot be farnesylated, in the absence of mature lamin-A
expression, leads to a severe lipodystrophic phenotype.

M

Patients and Methods
Seven Creole patients originating from the Reunion Island (Indian Ocean, France), referred for a severe lipodystrophic syndrome, were screened for LMNA mutations. Clinical, biological,
molecular, genealogical, and cellular studies (see Supplemental
Data, published on The Endocrine Society’s Journals Online web
site at http://jcem.endojournals.org) in the probands and their
relatives were performed after full informed consent according to
legal procedures.

Results
The probands presented with a severe
lipodystrophic syndrome
The seven probands were women aged 20 to 53 yr.
Their main clinical, biological, and imagery characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The medical history of
proband XI-1, who died at age 54 from paroxysmal arrhythmia, was previously reported (3).
All probands exhibited a severe lipodystrophic syndrome, without specific sign of premature aging (i.e. man-
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dibular hypoplasia, beaked nose, premature loss of hair,
or acroosteolysis). Lipoatrophy progressively developed
after puberty at the trunk, abdomen, and limb levels, together with faciocervical fat accumulation in five cases
(Fig. 1, A and B). The severity of lipoatrophy, as assessed
by skinfold thickness in five probands, was similar to that
observed in typical FPLD2 due to heterozygous p.R482
LMNA substitutions (Table 1 and Supplemental Fig. 1A).
All the probands, except the younger, had diabetes and
hypertriglyceridemia. Serum high-density lipoprotein
(HDL)-cholesterol, leptin, and adiponectin were low, and
abdominal ultrasound examination revealed liver enlargement with steatosis in all tested patients. Four probands
presented precocious atherosclerosis, and three probands
were implanted with a pacemaker or a defibrillator for
rhythm and conduction disturbances.
All the probands harbored the same homozygous
LMNA mutation, leading to the synthesis of a
nonfarnesylated mutated prelamin-A
LMNA sequencing of genomic DNA revealed in all
probands a homozygous G insertion after nucleotide 5670
(codon 654) in the prelamin-A-specific exon 11
(g.5670_5671insG) (Supplemental Fig. 2A). This mutation was absent in 394 unrelated controls, including 194
Creole individuals from the Reunion Island. It predicts a
frameshift rearrangement leading to the synthesis of 48
aberrant amino acids instead of the last 10 carboxyl-terminal residues of wild-type prelamin-A including its CSIM
farnesylation site (mutation p.T655fsX49) (Fig. 1C). The
mutation does not affect lamin-C, arising from LMNA
alternative splicing. Mass spectrometry analysis revealed
a tryptic digest peptide at 2134 Da in homozygous patients’ fibroblasts, absent in controls, corresponding to the
first 18 aberrant amino acids of p.T655fsX49 prelamin-A
(NPEPPELQHHVIWDLPGR), without any evidence for
the presence of a farnesyl residue (Supplemental Fig. 2B).
In accordance, the p.T655fsX49 mutated prelamin-A had
a retarded electrophoretic mobility compared with wildtype lamin-A and was not detected by a specific antibody
directed against uncleaved prelamin-A (i.e. which contains its CSIM C-terminal amino acids) (Supplemental Fig.
2C). Homozygous p.T655fsX49 LMNA-mutated fibroblasts did not express mature lamin-A.
Evidence for a population-specific founder
mutation
Analysis of short tandem repeat markers from the
genomic region including LMNA, performed in probands
X-4, X-6, X-13, XII-1, and XII-4, showed the same homozygous haplotype, whereas different heterozygous
haplotypes were evidenced in six controls from the Reunion Island (data not shown).
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TABLE 1. Main clinical, biological, and imagery features of the probands
Proband
Sex (F/M)
Age (yr)
Body mass index
(kg/m2)
Axillary acanthosis nigricans
Four limbs, abdomen, and
trunk lipoatrophy
Subcutaneous lipoatrophy
confirmed by abdominal
CT scan or MRI
Faciocervical fat
accumulation
High blood pressure
Atherosclerosis

Rhythm and conduction
disturbances

Four limbs muscular
hypertrophy
Polycystic ovary syndrome
Diabetes
Hypertriglyceridemia
Serum triglycerides, mmol/
liter
Serum HDL-cholesterol,
mmol/liter 关N ⬎ 1.29兴
Serum leptin, ng/ml 关N,
10.4 ⫾ 3兴 (Ref. 26)
Serum adiponectin, mg/liter
关N, 9.8 ⫾ 1.4兴 (Ref. 26)
Hepatomegaly with steatosis
on ultrasound
examination
Skinfold thickness (mm)
Biceps 关N, 9 (7–12)兴
Triceps 关N, 18 (11–27)兴
Thigh anterior 关N, 29.5
(20 – 40)兴 (Refs. 19, 27,
28)

X-4
F
48
20.6

X-6
F
46
19.9

X-13
F
40
17.4

XI-1
F
53
21.1

XI-9
F
52
18.2

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

—

—

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
No
No
0.8

No
Yes
Yes
7.3

No
No

Yes;
pacemaker

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes; coronary
Yes; carotid
Yes; several
angioplasty at atherosclerosis at
myocardial
age 45
age 39
infarctions since
age 43

Yes;
defibrillator

No

Yes
Yes; several
myocardial
infarctions
since age 45,
lower limb and
cervical arthritis
No
Yes; paroxysmal
arrhythmia
leading to
death at age
54 despite
her
defibrillator
Yes
Upper limbs
only
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
4 to 10
2.6

XII-1 XII-4
F
F
20
28
20.9 22.8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
3.3

No
Yes
Yes
2 to 20

No
Yes
Yes
10 to 40

0.95

1.26

1.13

0.65

0.77

1.11

1.08

1.7

1.8

1.7

—

3.3

1.5

1.4

4.9

6.1

2.6

—

4.5

1.5

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

—

—

Yes

Yes

3
4
3

4
4
3

—
—
—

—
—
—

4
5
5

4
4
4.3

5
4
5

Age indicates the age at diagnosis of laminopathy and investigation. Normal values (N) are expressed as mean ⫾ SD for serum leptin and
adiponectin and median (range) for skinfold thickness. ⫺, No data; M, males; F, females; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

In addition, genealogical investigations revealed that
all probands were issued from consanguineous unions and
shared a common ancestor of French origin, who arrived
at the Reunion Island in the 17th century (Supplemental
Fig. 3).
These results indicate that p.T655fsX49 LMNA is a
population-specific founder mutation.

Familial screening
Medical, biological, and molecular examinations were
performed in several relatives (Supplemental Table 1 and
Supplemental Figs. 1 and 3). Eight relatives were heterozygous for the p.T655fsX49 prelamin-A mutation. Two of
them were clinically lipodystrophic, with diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance, low serum HDL-cholesterol and
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FIG. 1. Clinical and imagery features of probands, predicted amino acid sequence of their mutated prelamin-A, and cellular consequences. A,
Photographs of probands X-4 (a, b, h), X-6 (e, f, g), XII-4 (c, d) and XI-9 (i) showing severe sc lipodystrophy of limbs, trunk, and abdomen
contrasting with faciocervical accumulation of adipose tissue. Muscular hypertrophy and axillary acanthosis nigricans were also evidenced. B,
Abdominal CT scan (L4 level) in a control woman of similar age and body mass index (a) and in proband XII-1, with sc lipoatrophy and
hepatomegaly (b). C, The p.T655fsX49 LMNA mutation induces a frameshift rearrangement of lamin-A. The predicted amino acid sequence of the
mutated prelamin-A, with loss of the farnesylation CSIM site, is shown. The posttranslational maturation of wild-type lamin-A is depicted for
comparison. aa, amino acid; FTase, farnesyl transferase; ZMPSTE24, zinc metallopeptidase, STE24 homolog; RCE1, Rce1 homolog, prenyl-protein
protease; ICMT, isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase. D–F, Representative results from control (black rectangles), heterozygous p.R482W
(light gray rectangles), and homozygous (white rectangles) and/or heterozygous (dark gray rectangles) p.T655fsX49 LMNA-mutated fibroblasts,
studied at early passages (passages 1 to 6), as described in Supplemental Data, are shown as indicated and expressed as mean ⫾ SD. **, P ⬍ 0.01;
and ***, P ⬍ 0.001 compared with control values. ###, P ⬍ 0.001 and ns (nonsignificant), for comparisons between the two indicated groups of
fibroblasts. D, Fibroblasts were analyzed using confocal microscopy after staining with lamin-B and lamin-A/C antibodies, as indicated. Scale bars
represent 10 m. LMNA-mutated fibroblasts showed nuclear blebs, which were stained with lamin-A/C antibodies but were devoid of lamin-B.
The percentage of blebbing nuclei is indicated in each group of fibroblasts. Note that the rare blebs observed in control fibroblasts did not show
any lamin-B deficiency (data not shown). E, Reactive oxygen species production was assessed by oxidation of CM-H2DCFDA derivatives (optic
density at 520 nm) and normalized to the DNA content. F, Senescence-associated ␤-galactosidase cell activity was assessed by the ratio of X-gal
staining at pH6 and pH4 (optic density at 630 nm). CM-H2DCFDA, 5- (and 6)-chloromethyl-2⬘,7⬘-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate; DAPI,
diamidino-2-phenylindole hydrochloride.

adiponectin levels, but normal values of triglycerides and
leptin, and absence of liver steatosis and cardiac signs. The
six other heterozygous relatives were completely asymptomatic. Three relatives without any clinical or metabolic
abnormalities did not bear the LMNA mutation. Interestingly, a 15-yr-old male patient, homozygous for the mutation, was metabolically normal but presented a mild
clinical lipodystrophy confirmed by skinfold thickness
and abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan, together with low leptin and adiponectin levels. Therefore,

the p.T655fsX49 LMNA-linked lipodystrophic syndrome
has a codominant transmission with incomplete penetrance in heterozygotes.
Cell studies
Patients’ fibroblasts showed nuclear abnormalities
Immunocytochemistry experiments performed with cultured patients’ fibroblasts showed that the p.T655fsX49
prelamin-A was located in the cell nucleus, at the nuclear enve-
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lope, and in some nucleoplasmic foci. Some p.T655fsX49
LMNA-mutated fibroblasts showed nuclear herniations containing prelamin-A, but devoid of lamin B, with weak DNA
staining suggesting chromatin decondensation (Fig. 1D and
Supplemental Fig. 4).
The proportion of probands’ fibroblasts with misshapen nuclei was similar to that of heterozygous LMNA
p.R482W-mutated fibroblasts from typical FPLD2 patients, i.e. 5-fold higher than in control cells, and significantly higher than in cells from heterozygous relatives
(Fig. 1D).
Probands’ fibroblasts showed increased oxidative
stress and features of premature senescence
Oxidative stress, assessed by cellular reactive oxygen
species production, was increased by a mean 1.7-fold in
fibroblasts from probands compared with controls (P ⬍
0.01). This increase was similar to that observed in LMNA
p.R482W-mutated cells (Fig. 1E).
The homozygous p.T655fsX49 and heterozygous
p.R482W LMNA-mutated cultured fibroblasts prematurely acquired a senescence phenotype with flattened and
enlarged cells, which was absent in control cells of the
same passage (data not shown). As depicted in Fig. 1F, the
senescence-associated ␤-galactosidase activity increased
significantly (by 3.3-fold compared with controls) in cells
with LMNA homozygous p.T655fsX49 or heterozygous
p.R482W mutations.

Discussion
We report here the clinical and cellular consequences of a
new lipodystrophic laminopathy, pointing out the toxicity
of nonfarnesylated prelamin-A in humans. All the probands harbored the same homozygous p.T665fsX49
LMNA mutation, resulting in the exclusive expression of
a nonfarnesylated mutated prelamin-A in the absence of
mature lamin-A. Haplotype analyses and genealogical investigations revealed that this was a founder mutation,
inherited from a common ancestor in all probands issued
from consanguineous unions.
The seven affected probands were women presenting a
severe lipodystrophic syndrome with metabolic alterations, liver steatosis, and precocious atherosclerosis, as
observed in FPLD2 due to heterozygous substitutions at
codon 482 of lamin-A/C (2, 3, 17). In addition, severe
cardiac rhythm and conduction disturbances, which are
observed in some laminopathies but are uncommon in
FPLD2 (1, 4), were observed in three probands and required pacemaker or defibrillator implantation. Only two
among seven heterozygous adult relatives showed a partial
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phenotype, whereas the other heterozygous patients were
asymptomatic, in favor of a codominant transmission of
the disease with incomplete penetrance in heterozygotes.
In addition, a 15-yr-old male relative harboring the homozygous LMNA p.T655fsX49 mutation showed a mild
clinical lipodystrophy, confirmed by low values of skinfold thickness and abdominal CT scan, together with low
serum leptin, but no metabolic alteration. Accordingly,
the phenotype of FPLD2 progressively develops after puberty and is sex-related, with women being more severely
affected than men (17–19). Homozygous LMNA mutations were previously reported in a few cases of Emery
Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, Charcot-Marie Tooth disorder type 2B1, mandibuloacral dysplasia, and atypical
progeria (reviewed in Ref. 1), but never in lipodystrophies.
Therefore, we propose to individualize this disease as an
autosomal codominant lipodystrophic laminopathy.
Numerous studies have shown that defects in the posttranslational maturation of prelamin-A have considerable
deleterious consequences. Expression of a permanently
farnesylated mutated prelamin-A, called progerin, has
been proved to be responsible for premature aging syndromes in humans and mice (5, 6, 10, 11). In addition,
accumulation of farnesylated prelamin-A resulting from
mutations in the proteolytic enzyme ZMPSTE24, which is
required for prelamin-A maturation, also induces human
and murine progeroid syndromes (20). However, mice expressing a nonfarnesylated form of progerin or wild-type
prelamin-A were shown to develop progeria or cardiomyopathy, respectively (15, 16). Interestingly, at the homozygous state, the p.T665fsX49 LMNA mutation was associated with cardiac rhythm and conduction disturbances
in three of seven probands. Otherwise, the complete absence of mature lamin-A, in the presence of lamin-C, did
not induce any abnormality in mice (21). Therefore, we
can assume that the new human laminopathy described in
this work is not linked to the deficiency in mature lamin-A,
but rather to the expression of a nonfarnesylated mutated
form of prelamin-A.
The p.T655fsX49 mutated prelamin-A was composed of the 654 N-terminal amino acids of wildtype prelamin-A associated with 48 additional aberrant
C-terminal residues precluding protein farnesylation
and its subsequent maturation. We have shown that
p.T655fsX49-mutated prelamin-A was targeted to the
nucleus of patients’ cells, showing that transient farnesylation is dispensable for the nuclear localization of
prelamin-A, in keeping with results reported in murine models (15, 16). Nucleoplasmic foci of mutated
prelamin-A were observed in the patients’ cells, with nuclear shape abnormalities similar to those associated with
other LMNA mutations (3, 13, 22–24). Nuclei of patients’
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cells also showed loss of heterochromatin, in accordance
with previous studies (25) showing that accumulated nonfarnesylated prelamin-A displayed interactions with the
proteins HP1␣ (heterochromatin protein 1␣) and LAP2␣
(lamin-associated protein 2␣), leading to a reorganization
of heterochromatin. Finally, the cellular toxicity of the
nonfarnesylated p.T655fsX49 prelamin-A resulted in increased oxidative stress and premature senescence in human fibroblasts, similarly to p.R482W LMNA-mutated
fibroblasts from FPLD2 patients. We previously observed
the same extent of oxidative stress and premature senescence in cells from a female patient with a progeroid laminopathy (13).
In conclusion, we show that the exclusive expression of a
nonfarnesylated mutated prelamin-A leads to a severe lipodystrophic laminopathy in humans, associated with cardiac
rhythm and conduction disturbances in some patients. As
anticipated from murine models, this study shows that the
accumulation of prelamin-A, even not farnesylated, participates in the pathophysiology of laminopathies in humans.
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